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ABSTRACT 

Dynamic assessment which is originated in sociocultural theory of Vygotsky (1934) suggests the 

integration of assessment and instruction. Vygotsky proposed that cognitive ability can better develop in 

social and cultural context. This study aimed at investigating the effect of dynamic assessment on the 

reading comprehension and strategy awareness in EFL Iranian learners. Fifty intermediate female 

students from three English language institutes in Tehran were selected randomly, and divided into two 

groups: control and experimental. The design of study is experimental: pretest, treatment and posttest. At 

first, both groups were given a sample of TOEFL reading test and Survey of Reading Strategies 

Questionnaire (Mokhtari and Sheorey, 2002), and experimental group went on eighteen sessions of DA 

treatment in which students had one sample of reading test and interaction approaches were employed 

helping them to conduct the test, and then both groups were given posttests: reading comprehension and 

SORS questionnaire. The scores from tests calculated and compared, then t-test and paired t-test were run 

which showed that DA has significant effect on both reading comprehension and reading strategy 

awareness. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Language teaching was always under influences of two schools of thought, namely linguistics and 

psychology. As new schools of thought emerged, the teaching methods and approaches to language 

changed. The era of language teaching and learning experienced these changes from behaviorist to 

socioculturalistic view, therefore the role of learners changed from passive to active one and also 

language achievements were interpreted in different terms from the product to process oriented. As a 

result, nowadays language achievement is not concerned with production rather process. One of the 

approaches that emerged from sociocltural view is Vygotsky’s theory of mind named dynamic assessment 

which concerns with process. 

The purpose of DA is not mere assessment, but its purpose is helping the learners to reach to the higher 

level of development thus, it also has instructional and learning purpose. Hence teaching and testing 

which traditionally considered separated from each other; they are now viewed integrated in dynamic 

assessment. As Lidz (cited in Ajideh and Nourdad, 2012) noted, “DA offers a monistic view of 

assessment and instruction that focuses on developing abilities through the interactions”. So, DA has a 

significant implication: test to teach, contrary to the static assessment which is concerned with teach to 

test. DA can be better defined in contrast with traditionally non-dynamic assessment or static 

measurement. NON-DA assesses what has already learned and it is product oriented rather DA assesses 

the learners’ potential ability; what he or she can learn with help of a mediator who intervenes in the 

process of learning; therefore, DA is formative and its purpose is learning. In fact, it integrates teaching 

and testing; however, NON-DA is summative and its purpose is measurement of what has been learned at 

end of program or learning process. DA is employed in classroom for giving feedback in order to assist 

the students’ development and instructional process and raises students’ awareness of instructional and 

learning objectives, “It has the potential to show important information about individual current strategies 

and process of learning” (Ajideh and Nourdad, 2012). On the other hand, reading has gained a more 
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significant status comparing to the past, and it is no more considered as secondary regarding to speaking 

in teaching. So, teaching approaches toward reading comprehension has undergone changing from 

decoding to interactionist view. No more reading viewing as converting the visual symbol to speech 

sounds in order to understand the meaning and also being a strategic reader is focus of attentions. Reading 

involves complicated process; it needs learners to have grammar, vocabulary, textual, background, 

cultural, pragmatic knowledge and also using strategies is very necessary in order to get the meaning out 

of the text (Grab, 2006). Therefore, this great knowledge essential for reading comprehension is source of 

problems for learners. So, investigating a best way in which reading can be best improved and measured 

through DA could be worthy of further research. There are different approaches toward DA: 

interventionist, interactionist, cake and sandwich. In interventionist, the mediator standardized the 

mediation, such as using computer (Fulcher, 2010). There are two kinds of it, graduate prompt in which 

the mediator intervenes with asking pre-prepared questions, and testing limit that the mediator asks about 

the problems which students had in the completing task. In interactionist, the mediator interacts with each 

learner and helps them to develop their abilities. Sandwich approach is used when the task or test is 

finished, but cake approach is utilized during task or test. Using these approaches for reading 

comprehension can help learners to get great knowledge. With technology progress, the role of reading 

comprehension is fore grounded. Nowadays, many communications are carried out through reading. We 

spend much our time reading newspaper, journals, magazines, weblogs, emails, books, and filling many 

forms in order to do many tasks, we should first read. The great role of reading is helping to get 

communicative competence. Through reading we can improve the components of communicative 

competence, such as linguistic, discourse, pragmatic, strategy and intercultural (Uso-Juan & Martinez-

Flor, 2006). Reading similar to other skills can be improved, if the attentions drawn to the process of 

reading in interaction with others like authentic communication rather than focused on the production. 

Learning how to improve reading comprehension is achieved through the interaction and getting 

feedback. Therefore, the role and effect of dynamic assessment which focuses on testing to teach cannot 

be underestimated. DA by giving feedbacks and mediations makes students aware of their current 

performance and suggest ways to improve it toward the target one. The mediation can involve a list of 

many learning points from the implicit to explicit and from gaining linguistic knowledge to strategy 

competence. So, teachers by utilizing DA can improve reading comprehension. 

Literature Review 
Dynamic assessment is rooted in the Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory of mind in which he proposed that 

cognitive ability better develops in social and cultural context. However, he did not suggest any methods 

for administrating. Research in this case is very rare in applied linguistics domain and most of studies are 

in the general education and psychology area. Some studies generally evaluate the ZPD (Kargozari, 

Tafazoli) and compared the differences between DA and static assessment. In other study by Lantolf and 

Aljaafreh (1995) the interaction between adult English second language learners and teacher was 

investigated. The result showed that learners progressed in the ZPD by teacher’s and peers’ assistance. 

Kozulin and Grab (2002) conducted a study with adult immigrants in which they developed an 

interventionist approach to DA. It was successful in obtaining information on learners’ potential abilities. 

Their work was quantitative and showed that learners with similar scores on static measurement 

demonstrated different ability to learn and use new text comprehension strategy. Recently some studies 

attempted to investigate the impact of DA on different skills, such as listening, speaking, writing and 

reading. The work on writing by Isavi (2012) showed the effect of DA on Iranian l2 writing. The result of 

study indicated that DA approach to learners’ writing was positive and useful. Some studies such as one 

conducted by Vafaee tried to assess the integration of assessment and instruction by dynamic assessment. 

Other studies examined the effect of DA on reading comprehension in different proficiency levels (Ajideh 

and Nourdad, 2012). This research examined the impact of DA on reading comprehension in three groups 

at different levels. The results showed that DA improved the reading comprehension of learners; however 

there was no relationship between DA and proficiency levels. Another study in this regard, i.e. the effect 

of DA on reading comprehension carried out by Birjandi, Estaji and Deyhim (2013) considered one more 
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issue: the metacognitive awareness. The results again supported the effect of DA on reading 

comprehension, so intervention had positive effect; however, it did not find any relationship between DA 

and metacognitive awareness. Although many scholars believe that DA by making the learners to give 

responses to the feedbacks results in metacognitive awareness (Fulcher, 2010). Therefore, in this study 

DA did not help the learners to activate the strategy that permitted them to predict what was going to 

happen in the next paragraph.  

Another research by Ajideh and Nourdad (2012) investigated the immediate and delayed effect of 

dynamic assessment on EFL reading ability and found out the existence of immediate and delayed effect 

of DA on the reading ability of participants. In this paper the effect of DA on the reading comprehension 

will be investigated, which was rarely examined and needed further research and one more issue also will 

be investigated, namely the effect of DA on the overall strategy awareness in the reading comprehension, 

in other words whether DA will result in being strategic reader. As such two questions arise as follows: 

1. Does dynamic assessment lead to the better reading comprehension in EFL Iranian learners? 

2. Does dynamic assessment lead EFL Iranian learners to be strategic in the reading comprehension 

material? 

Concerning these Research Questions, the Following Null Hypotheses were Formulated 

H01: There is not a significant relationship between dynamic assessment and reading comprehension in 

Iranian EFL learners. 

H02: There is not a significant relationship between dynamic assessment and strategy awareness in 

reading comprehension in the Iranian EFL learners. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Method 

Participant 

The participants of this study are fifty female intermediate students chosen randomly from three English 

language institutes in Tehran, Iran. These participants were selected randomly from intermediate classes. 

In these institutes, learners before going to each level, take placement tests. These fifty learners aged 15 to 

17 and divided randomly into two groups: control and experimental. 

Instrument 

In order to collect the data for this study, two different data collecting instruments were employed, 

including two reading comprehension tests from TOEFL which is valid and standard test, were chosen for 

pre test and post test design of this study. Each of these tests at same level of difficulty included two 

passages. Each passage followed by multiple-choice questions. 

Another instrument is the Survey of Reading Strategies Questionnaire (SORS) designed by Mokhtari and 

Sheorey (2002). This questionnaire consists of 30 statements following by 5-point likert-type scale 

ranging from 1 (almost never) to 5 (almost always) showing the degree of strategy use. It measures global 

reading strategies (GLOB), problem solving strategies (PROB), and support reading strategies (SUB) and 

overall reading strategies (ORS) but just ORS scores were considered for the purpose of this study. It is 

valid and reliable. It was translated into Farsi to avoid any misunderstanding and administrated in pretest 

and posttest. 

Procedure 

Participants randomly divided equally into two groups: control and experimental, both groups took the 

first pretest of TOEFL reading comprehension test, it was conducted in NON-DA way without interaction 

or intervention in order to calculate their actual abilities, and then they filled the survey of reading 

strategies questionnaire. 

The experimental group took part in 18 sessions in total 27 hours, dynamic assessment treatment class 

which held three times a week. Every session, students had one sample reading test. The researcher 

employed both intervention and interaction approaches and in cake and sandwich approaches helping 

them to conduct the test. These approaches encompasses some instructions in grammar, vocabulary, 

activating background knowledge, making aware of text structure, constructing mental image, guessing 
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meaning of words, relating the sentences, focusing on the reading questions and so on. In order to see 

whether these sessions were useful or not, a weak after these dynamic assessment sessions finished; both 

experimental and control groups participated in the posttests which involve another sample of TOEFL 

reading comprehension test again in NON-DA way for both control and experimental groups and then the 

SORS questionnaire were given to the two groups. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In order to find out whether there is a difference between two groups, namely experimental and control, 

the scores gathered from pretests and posttests were put in the SPSS software package version 21, and the 

first for the descriptive analysis, i.e. the mean and standard deviation were calculated, and then for 

inferential analysis.  

 

Table 1: Descriptive analysis of reading & strategy scores of pretests of two groups  

  reading pretest 

control group 

reading pretest 

experimental group 

strategy pretest 

control group 

strategy pretest 

experimental group 

N 25 25 25 25 

Std. Deviation 2.525 2.814 .38092 .42032 

Mean 10.04 10.00 1.9520 1.8200 

 

As illustrated in Table 1. There was no difference in the means of reading comprehension scores between 

two groups in the pretests; it is 10 for both groups, and also there are no differences in the means of the 

strategy scores in the pretest. Therefore, it is indicative of similarity of groups before the DA treatments 

in both reading abilities and strategies. 

 

Table 2: Descriptive analysis of reading and strategy posttest scores 

 reading post-test 

control group 

reading post-test 

experimental 

group 

strategy post-test 

control group 

strategy post-test experimental 

group 

N 25 25 25 25 

Std. Deviation 2.669 1.655 .40415 .29580 

Mean 10.04 12.64 1.8600 2.6200 

 

However, as it can be seen in Table 2. There is a difference in the means and standard deviations of 

reading and strategy scores of posttest in the experimental group; the mean scores of reading 

comprehension is changed from 10 to 12.64; it meant that the treatment results in a change because there 

is no difference in the means of control group, as seen it is near the mean scores in the pretest.  

Moreover, the mean of strategy test is changed from 1.82 in pretest to 2.62 in the posttest; it shows that 

there is an effect because the strategies mean scores has not changed in the control group. In order to see 

whether these differences in the means are significant or not T-test was run.  

 

Table 3: One sample t-test for reading comprehension 

 Test Value = .05 

T Df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean 

Difference 

95% Confidence Interval 

of the Difference 

Lower Upper 

reading post-test 

control group 

18.715 24 .000 9.990 8.89 11.09 

reading post-test 

experimental group 

38.029 24 .000 12.590 11.91 13.27 
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Table 4: One sample t-test for means of strategy scores 

 Test Value = .05 

t Df Sig. (2-tailed) Mean 

Difference 

95% Confidence Interval of 

the Difference 

Lower Upper 

strategy post-test 

control group 

22.393 24 .000 1.81000 1.6432 1.9768 

strategy post-test 

experimental 

group 

43.441 24 .000 2.57000 2.4479 2.6921 

 

As it can be seen in Table 3 and 4, the t-test result showed that students’ means of reading comprehension 

in the control and experimental groups are significantly different and also the learners’ means of strategy 

scores in both group are significantly different, hence there is significant differences in the means of 

scores in the posttest between two groups, in order to see whether the means of strategy and reading 

comprehension scores of experimental group have significantly changed, the pair t-test were run and 

illustrated in Table 5 &6. 

 

Table 5: Paired t-test for reading comprehension means 

 

 

Paired differences 

Pair 1 reading pretest 

experimental 

 Group-reading post-test 

 Experimental group 

Mean Std. 

Deviation 

Std. 

Error 

Mean 

95% Confidence 

Interval of 

Difference 

t Df Sig. 

Lower Upper 

-

2.640 

3.414 .683 -4.049 -1.23 -

3.866 

24 .001 

 

Table 6: Paired t-test for strategies means 

 

 

Paired differences 

Strategy pretest experimental 

 Group- strategy post test 

Pair1 experimental group 

Mean Std. 

Deviati

on 

Std. 

Error 

Mean 

95% 

Confidence 

Interval of 

Difference 

t df Sig. 

Lower Upper 

-.80000 .58023 .1160

5 

-

1.0395

1 

-

1.0395

1 

-

6.89

4 

24 .000 

 

As mentioned above, in order to see that experimental group has changed in the post-test both in the 

reading comprehension and strategy, paired t-test was run for each in the different Tables. As illustrated 

in Table 5. The experimental group has been changed in terms of reading ability; the mean shows 

differences (-2.640) and t is -3.866 which shows the significant change in reading comprehension in the 

post-test. And also in order to understand whether experimental group has been changed in terms of 

strategy; paired t-test was calculated and illustrated in Table 6., as it can be seen (t= 6.89) that this change 

in this regard is significant. 

Conclusion 
This present study was carried out in order to find out the beneficial effect of dynamic assessment on the 

reading comprehension of Iranian intermediate EFL learners. The findings indicated that DA approaches 

had a significant and positive impact on the improving reading comprehension in the L2 learners. 
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Regarding this findings, the implication is that learners can take the most advantages from DA 

approaches, namely intervention and interaction in form of cake and sandwich models for gaining much 

knowledge, for instance grammar, vocabulary, textual structure, cultural, back ground and pragmatic 

knowledge and by mediation, learners can change behaviors that are barrier in the way of improving this 

skill. 

One more finding of this current study is that dynamic assessment can result in overall strategy awareness 

necessary for dealing with text. Therefore, DA leads to be strategic in the reading materials. As indicated 

earlier, the result of data analysis rejected the first and second null hypotheses of the study. The findings 

support the theory that dynamic assessment can improve reading comprehension of intermediate learners. 

This is in line with many studies that have been conducted on the DA, for example with Birjandi’s, 

Estaji’s, Deyhim’s, Ajideh’s and Nourdad’s studies. The results of the study rejected the second null 

hypothesis which predicted that dynamic assessment is not successful in the overall strategy awareness in 

reading comprehension. The studies in this case is very rare and some scholars asserted that DA by 

making students to respond to the feedbacks result in the metacognitive awareness; however, a study 

which was carried out by Birjandi eta. found out the contrasting result. The results of the study showed 

that DA did not bring out the metacognitive awareness and did not help the learners to activate the 

strategy that permits them to predict what was going to happen in the next paragraph. Maybe because in 

the DA treatment, this point, i.e. strategy was not considered in their study. So, this study revealed that 

the students who experienced dynamic assessment had higher reading comprehension scores and higher 

scores in the strategy awareness. The overall result of this study showed that dynamic assessment as a 

new sociocultural approach which integrates testing and teaching, and it is focused on activities and or 

tasks design by interaction and intervention can develop the learners’ ability in reading comprehension 

and strategy awareness. Therefore dynamic assessment has positive, meaningful and significant effect on 

the reading comprehension and strategy awareness in reading comprehension; however, there is a need 

for further research not just in this skill but also in other skills to better prove the positive impact of 

dynamic assessment on language skills and strategies. 
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